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AdministriviaAdministrivia

HW#1 due nowHW#1 due now
HW#2 out this afternoonHW#2 out this afternoon

It will have three It will have three ““minimini”” programming assignmentsprogramming assignments

String concatenation, revisitedString concatenation, revisited

Note that the + operator is used for Note that the + operator is used for bothboth
addition and concatenationaddition and concatenation
If both operands are strings, or if one is a string If both operands are strings, or if one is a string 
and one is a number, it performs string and one is a number, it performs string 
concatenationconcatenation
If both operands are numeric, it adds themIf both operands are numeric, it adds them
So what happens when you write "I am " + 10 + So what happens when you write "I am " + 10 + 
10 + " years old"?10 + " years old"?
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Increment and DecrementIncrement and Decrement

Also turns out that adding or subtracting one is Also turns out that adding or subtracting one is 
extremely common, so much so there are special oneextremely common, so much so there are special one--
operand operators for these tasksoperand operators for these tasks
The The increment operatorincrement operator ((++++) adds 1 to its operand) adds 1 to its operand
The The decrement operatordecrement operator ((----) subtracts 1 from its operand) subtracts 1 from its operand
The statementThe statement

count++;count++;
is functionally equivalent tois functionally equivalent to

count = count + 1;count = count + 1;

Increment and DecrementIncrement and Decrement

The increment and decrement operators can be The increment and decrement operators can be 
applied in applied in postfix formpostfix form::

count++count++
or or prefix formprefix form::

++count++count
When used as part of a larger expression, the When used as part of a larger expression, the 
two forms can have different effectstwo forms can have different effects
Because of their subtleties, the increment and Because of their subtleties, the increment and 
decrement operators should be used with caredecrement operators should be used with care

Data ConversionData Conversion

Sometimes it is convenient to convert data from Sometimes it is convenient to convert data from 
one type to anotherone type to another
For example, in a particular situation we may For example, in a particular situation we may 
want to treat an integer as a floating point valuewant to treat an integer as a floating point value
These conversions do not change the type of a These conversions do not change the type of a 
variable or the value that's stored in it variable or the value that's stored in it –– they they 
only convert a value as part of a computationonly convert a value as part of a computation
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Data Conversion (II)Data Conversion (II)

Conversions must be handled carefully to avoid Conversions must be handled carefully to avoid 
losing informationlosing information
Widening conversionsWidening conversions are safest because they tend are safest because they tend 
to go from a small data type to a larger one to go from a small data type to a larger one 
(such as a (such as a shortshort to an to an intint))
Narrowing conversionsNarrowing conversions can lose information can lose information 
because they tend to go from a large data type to because they tend to go from a large data type to 
a smaller one (such as an a smaller one (such as an intint to a to a shortshort))

Data Conversion (III)Data Conversion (III)

In Java, data conversions can occur in three ways:In Java, data conversions can occur in three ways:
assignment conversionassignment conversion
promotionpromotion
castingcasting

Assignment conversionAssignment conversion occurs when a value of one type is occurs when a value of one type is 
assigned to a variable of anotherassigned to a variable of another

If If moneymoney is a is a floatfloat variable and variable and dollarsdollars is an is an intint
variable, the following assignment converts the value in variable, the following assignment converts the value in 
dollarsdollars to a to a floatfloat
money = dollarsmoney = dollars

Only widening conversions can happen via assignment; Only widening conversions can happen via assignment; 
attempts to narrow trigger a compilation errorattempts to narrow trigger a compilation error
Note that the value or type of Note that the value or type of dollarsdollars did not changedid not change

PromotionPromotion

PromotionPromotion happens automatically when operators happens automatically when operators 
in expressions convert their operandsin expressions convert their operands
For example, if For example, if sumsum is a is a floatfloat and and countcount is is 
an an intint, the value of , the value of countcount is converted to a is converted to a 
floating point value to perform the following floating point value to perform the following 
calculation:calculation:

result = sum / count;result = sum / count;
Also happens when you concatenate numbers Also happens when you concatenate numbers 
with Stringswith Strings
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CastingCasting

CastingCasting is explicit conversionis explicit conversion
Both widening and narrowing conversions can be Both widening and narrowing conversions can be 
accomplished by explicitly casting a valueaccomplished by explicitly casting a value
To cast, the type is put in parentheses in front of the To cast, the type is put in parentheses in front of the 
value being convertedvalue being converted

Higher precedence than operatorsHigher precedence than operators
For example, if For example, if totaltotal and and countcount are integers, but are integers, but 
we want a floating point result when dividing them, we we want a floating point result when dividing them, we 
can cast can cast totaltotal::

result = (result = (float)totalfloat)total / count;/ count;
When in doubt, cast!When in doubt, cast!

Interactive ProgramsInteractive Programs

Programs generally need input on which to Programs generally need input on which to 
operateoperate
The The ScannerScanner class provides convenient class provides convenient 
methods for reading input values of various methods for reading input values of various 
typestypes
A A ScannerScanner object can be set up to read input object can be set up to read input 
from various sources, including the user typing from various sources, including the user typing 
values on the keyboardvalues on the keyboard
Keyboard input is represented by the Keyboard input is represented by the 
System.inSystem.in objectobject

Reading InputReading Input

The following line creates a Scanner object that The following line creates a Scanner object that 
reads from the keyboard:reads from the keyboard:
Scanner scan = new Scanner scan = new Scanner(System.inScanner(System.in););

The The newnew operator operator createscreates the the ScannerScanner objectobject
WeWe’’ll learn much more about ll learn much more about newnew soonsoon

Once created, the Once created, the ScannerScanner object can be used object can be used 
to invoke various input methods, such as:to invoke various input methods, such as:
String answer = String answer = scan.nextLinescan.nextLine();();
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Reading InputReading Input

The The ScannerScanner class is part of the class is part of the java.utiljava.util
class library, and must be class library, and must be importedimported into a program into a program 
to be usedto be used
import import java.util.Scannerjava.util.Scanner;; at the top of at the top of 
your codeyour code

The The nextLinenextLine method reads all of the input method reads all of the input 
until the end of the line is founduntil the end of the line is found
The details of object creation and class libraries The details of object creation and class libraries 
are discussed further in Chapter 3are discussed further in Chapter 3

Input TokensInput Tokens

What if you want to input multiple values into What if you want to input multiple values into 
separate variables?separate variables?
Unless specified otherwise, Unless specified otherwise, white spacewhite space is used to is used to 
separate the elements (called separate the elements (called tokenstokens) of the input) of the input
White space includes space characters, tabs, new White space includes space characters, tabs, new 
line charactersline characters
The The nextnext method of the method of the ScannerScanner class reads class reads 
the next input token and returns it as a stringthe next input token and returns it as a string
Methods such as Methods such as nextIntnextInt and and nextDoublenextDouble
read data of particular typesread data of particular types

LetLet’’s put it all togethers put it all together

Simplest example: write a FahrenheitSimplest example: write a Fahrenheit--toto--Celsius Celsius 
converterconverter
Steps?Steps?

Create two variables, one to hold the temperature in Create two variables, one to hold the temperature in 
F and another to hold it in CF and another to hold it in C
Get temperature input from userGet temperature input from user
Do the math and store the result in the second Do the math and store the result in the second 
variablevariable
Print out the resultPrint out the result

You tell me what to writeYou tell me what to write
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Introduction to GraphicsIntroduction to Graphics

Book reinforces some of the concepts through graphics Book reinforces some of the concepts through graphics 
examples at the end of each chapterexamples at the end of each chapter
A picture is made up of A picture is made up of pixelspixels (picture elements), and (picture elements), and 
each pixel is stored separatelyeach pixel is stored separately

The number of pixels used to represent a picture is called the The number of pixels used to represent a picture is called the 
picture resolutionpicture resolution
The number of pixels that can be displayed by a monitor is The number of pixels that can be displayed by a monitor is 
called the called the monitor resolutionmonitor resolution

Each pixel can be identified using a twoEach pixel can be identified using a two--dimensional dimensional 
coordinate systemcoordinate system

Coordinate SystemsCoordinate Systems

When we use a coordinate system with the When we use a coordinate system with the 
origin in the toporigin in the top--left cornerleft corner

Y

X(0, 0)

(112, 40)

112

40

Representing ColorRepresenting Color

A black and white picture could be stored using A black and white picture could be stored using 
one bit per pixel (0 = white and 1 = black)one bit per pixel (0 = white and 1 = black)
A colored picture requires more information; A colored picture requires more information; 
there are several techniques for representing there are several techniques for representing 
colorscolors

For example, every color can be represented as a For example, every color can be represented as a 
mixture of the three additive primary colors Red, mixture of the three additive primary colors Red, 
Green, and BlueGreen, and Blue
Each color is represented by three numbers between Each color is represented by three numbers between 
0 and 255 that collectively are called an 0 and 255 that collectively are called an RGB valueRGB value
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The Color ClassThe Color Class

A color in a Java program is represented as an A color in a Java program is represented as an 
object created from the object created from the ColorColor classclass
The The ColorColor class also contains several class also contains several 
predefined colors, including the following:predefined colors, including the following:

Object

Color.black
Color.blue
Color.cyan
Color.orange
Color.white
Color.yellow

RGB Value

0, 0, 0
0, 0, 255
0, 255, 255
255, 200, 0
255, 255, 255
255, 255, 0

AppletsApplets

All the programs weAll the programs we’’ve written so far are Java ve written so far are Java 
applicationsapplications
A Java A Java appletapplet is a program that is intended to be is a program that is intended to be 
transported over the Web and executed using a transported over the Web and executed using a 
web browserweb browser

An applet also can be executed using the An applet also can be executed using the 
appletviewerappletviewer tool in the JDKtool in the JDK

An applet doesn't have a An applet doesn't have a mainmain methodmethod
Instead, there are several special methods that serve Instead, there are several special methods that serve 
specific purposesspecific purposes

AppletsApplets

The The paintpaint method, for instance, is executed method, for instance, is executed 
automatically and is used to draw the appletautomatically and is used to draw the applet’’s s 
contentscontents
The The paintpaint method accepts a parameter that is method accepts a parameter that is 
an object of the an object of the GraphicsGraphics classclass
A A GraphicsGraphics object defines a object defines a graphics contextgraphics context on on 
which we can draw shapes and textwhich we can draw shapes and text
The The GraphicsGraphics class has several methods for class has several methods for 
drawing shapesdrawing shapes
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Why applets?Why applets?

You can write programs your friends can access You can write programs your friends can access 
without installing the full JDK or having a CUNIX without installing the full JDK or having a CUNIX 
accountaccount

AlthoughAlthough they may need the Java plugthey may need the Java plug--in (available from in (available from 
www.java.comwww.java.com) ) 
If you install the JDK on your home computer, it installs this If you install the JDK on your home computer, it installs this 
automaticallyautomatically

Easy to set up graphical programsEasy to set up graphical programs
You can create a graphical Java application, but it turns out toYou can create a graphical Java application, but it turns out to
be more workbe more work

Applets have limitations to prevent security problemsApplets have limitations to prevent security problems
WonWon’’t be a problem for this homeworkt be a problem for this homework

How to create an AppletHow to create an Applet

Your class must Your class must extendextend the the AppletApplet classclass
This makes use of This makes use of inheritanceinheritance (Chapter 8)(Chapter 8)
You donYou don’’t need to know how this works in order to t need to know how this works in order to 
write appletswrite applets

Next, embed the applet into an HTML file using Next, embed the applet into an HTML file using 
a tag that references the class file of the appleta tag that references the class file of the applet
View the HTML file using a web browser or View the HTML file using a web browser or 
appletviewerappletviewer

The web browser can automatically download the The web browser can automatically download the 
.class file like an image.class file like an image

Next timeNext time

Finish appletsFinish applets
Basic circuit design and computer architectureBasic circuit design and computer architecture


